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By Sue Reid Sexton

Waverley Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Mavis's Shoe, Sue Reid Sexton, A strong novel about the
trauma of the Clydebank Blitz during the Second World War
told through the eyes of a nine-year-old girl, Lenny Gillespie.
Lenny survives the bombing, but in the chaos of that night she
cannot find her mum and her wee sister, Mavis. Told in an
urgent, true-grit voice, the story describes the devastation of
the blitz as seen through Lenny's eyes. During her desperate
search for her mum and sister, Lenny finds a shoe she thinks
belongs to Mavis and it becomes her talisman in the days that
follow. Lenny is forced to flee over the hills to the hut
community of Carbeth in the company of a scary neighbour,
Mr Tait, her old school teacher, Miss Weatherbeaten, and little
Rosie, a girl who is oddly like Mavis. With Mr Tait's help she
finds her mother but still no Mavis. It is left to Lenny herself to
return to the terrifying scenes of devastation and search
amongst the rubble for her wee sister, a desperate act that
ultimately leads to the arrival of Mavis at Carbeth and a joyful
reunion. Written by...
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Extremely helpful for all class of people. We have read through and that i am confident that i am going to going to
read through again again down the road. Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following i
finished reading this pdf in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Noel Sta nton-- Noel Sta nton

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e
book. I am easily could get a satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr . O die Ha m ill-- Dr . O die Ha m ill
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